
Welcome to MixMyRide!

Mixing public transport, 
carpooling and active mobility      
to reduce solo car use 



First time accessing the app?



Create an account



Enter your email, password 
and mobile phone number



Access the profile section 
and enter your data



Your name, surname, 
picture, evaluation feedback 
and car details
will be shown to the other users



To offer carpooling rides, 
enter the details of your car



To offer carpooling rides, 
enter the details of your car



If you enter your home, 
workplace and work schedule, 
you automatically offer
carpooling rides 
on your commuting route



If you enter your home, 
workplace and work schedule, 
you automatically offer
carpooling rides 
on your commuting route



MixMyRide only covers areas 
around Lugano, 
Winterthur-Zurich
and Geneva



Check the coverage of each area 
on the map



All trips need to be entirely 
included in a single area 



Do you need to travel from A to B? 
Look for multi-modal solutions

3 March 09:10



Manually enter the addresses 
or automatically locate 
your position3 March 09:10



Select the transport modes and 
order trip solutions as you prefer

3 March 09:10



Select the transport modes and 
order trip solutions as you prefer



Get an overview of the available 
multi-modal solutions

3 March 09:10



3 March 2023, 09:10



Explore solution details

3 March 2023, 09:10





Check routes on the map





Jump on public transport 
and automatically pay for it
via FAIRTIQ



Add a payment method



Add a payment method



Just slide 
the "Start" and “Stop” buttons
in the FAIRTIQ app



Is a carpooling ride part of 
the multi-modal solutions?07.14

07.15



Check the profile of the driver 
offering the carpooling ride

07.15

07.15





Are you OK with the profile?



Send the driver a trip request

07.15



The driver will receive a notification 



And will check your profile as well



And will check your profile as well



If the driver accepts your request, 
you will receive a notification



And the ride will be
confirmed in My Trips



Not sure where to meet? 

07.14

07.15



Arrange details by exchanging
quick messages in the chatHi Mirko, to finalise our carpooling ride…

I propose I wait for you around the corner of the 
street. There is a small parking area close to 
restaurant “O Sole Mio”.  

By the way, they make an excellent pizza!
I definitely recommend them!

All right, I am fine with meeting there.
I know the restaurant but I’ve never been there.

See you tomorrow!

Enjoy!

3 March 2023



A few minutes before the 
carpooling ride, 
you and the driver will receive 
a reminder notification

MixMyRide 9 m ago
Please, remember your 
carpooling ride will leave in 
less than 15 minutes.



After the carpooling ride, 
mark it as completed 
and leave feedback



Did you like your carpooling ride? 



Help build trust 
among members of the 
MixMyRide community!



Nice experience? 



Add your carpooling companions
to your Friend list, 
to see them in the chat 



Bad experience? 



Block carpooling companions:
you will not be offered
to carpool with them any more



Offer carpooling rides to increase 
chances for multi-modal trips!



Enter the details
from the Home page 



The ride will be saved
in My Trips as “Active”



Nothing will happen
until a match with a 
trip request is found



If you like, you can share travel costs
with carpooling riders

2.9 kg CO2



MixMyRide suggests the amount 
of money you can charge the rider,
for a fair sharing of expenses

2.9 kg CO2



Do you need help or support?



Check our FAQs or contact us at 
mixmyride@supsi.ch



See you on MixMyRide!
mixmyride.com


